Abstract-In this paper, new approaches of internal multimodel control are proposed to be applied for the case of the discrete-time systems with parametric uncertainty. In this sense, two implantation structures of the internal multi-model control are adopted; the first is based on the principle of switching and the second on the residues techniques. The stability's study of these control structures is based on the Kharitonov theorem, thus two extensions of this theorem have been applied to define the internal models. To illustrate these approaches, simulation results are presented at the end of this article.
INTRODUCTION
The robustness problem in the case of parametric uncertainties aroused great interest among researchers. Robustness means the preservation of system characteristics such as stability or performance in the presence of unknown disturbances and noise.
Different control methods to solve this problem have been proposed. The internal model control has always been considered as an efficient approach in control systems, due to its high accuracy and robustness against internal and external disturbances. This method is generally used because of its robustness; it includes an inspired internal model of the process and a controller. It's preferable that this controller is the inverse of the internal model to ensure a perfect tracking of the reference. In this article, the internal multi-model control approach for the case of discrete-time uncertain systems is proposed to be applied.
Our contribution consists in implanting a control structure based on a multi-model controller in the discrete area by adopting two synthesis techniques namely switching technology and residues technique in order to minimize errors due to the modeling imperfections. These two techniques will be developed in this paper.
This structure contains instead of one internal model a set of models representing the process in different operating points by using multi-model approach and by consequent, a set of controllers that based on two specific inversion methods.
The system under consideration in this paper is a class of complex systems which is the discrete-time uncertain system with parametric uncertainty. The multi-model approach is used to obtain the internal models inspired from the process of this control structure. It's a mathematical approach designed to represent the best possible the dynamic operation of a complex process, using linear timeinvariant models. The multi-model approach allows representing complex systems in the form of interpolation between linear models. Each local model is a dynamic linear time invariant system valid around an operating point. [1] Kharitonov method is used with these two theorems [15] for the discrete-time uncertain systems to determine the internal models of the multi-model control structure.
In these control structures, synthesis of the controller is reduced to a problem of internal models inverse construction. In addition, the direct inversion of the models is often impossible. Thus, the proposed controller synthesis approach is based on a specific inversion method. This approach has been modified to improve the accuracy of the controlled system. [3, 4] II. DISCRETE-TIME UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS In practice there are many uncertainties that affect the physical system and therefore its model. In general, two uncertainty classes are distinguished, the structured uncertainties that affect the physical parameters value of the process model and the unstructured uncertainties defined by an upper bound of the model difference in the frequency domain. [2, 13] This article focuses on a class of uncertain systems where uncertainty is parametric.
III. STABILITY STUDY OF THE DISCRETE-TIME UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS USING KHARITONOV METHOD
The Kharitonov theorem is an important combination, generalizing the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. [10] The application of the Kharitonov theorem in the continuous case leads to false results for the uncertain discrete-time systems. This has required the development of this theorem in the discrete-time case. [14, 15, 16] 
A. First extension of the Kharitonov method
Let I(z) be the polynomials family of the following form: 
The corresponding families of vertices and edges polynomials are defined by:
Theorem 1: Let n>1 and assume that in the family I(z) we have fixed upper order coefficients such that a i -=a i + for i=n/2+1, ...., n if n is even and i=(n+1)/2,....,n if n is odd. Then the entire family I(z) is stable if and only if the family of vertex polynomials I v (z) is stable.
B. Second extension of the Kharitonov theorem
In the above theorem, the upper order coefficients are fixed, now let us consider that all the coefficients are allowed to vary, so let 'nu' be defined as follow:
Let consider the upper edges E* which can be defined by:
The upper edge polynomials are obtained by varying a single higher order parameter and fixing others at their minimum or maximum values.
The family of higher edge polynomials can be defined by:
A typical upper edge in I E * (z) is defined by: 
IV. INTERNAL MODEL CONTROL STRUCTURE
This internal model control strategy acquired interest due to its robustness. The main advantage of this structure is the simplicity of its construction, and the easy interpretation of the roles of its blocks. [3, 8] The internal model control structure includes an internal model 'M' which is an explicit model of the process to be controlled and a regulator 'C' which can be chosen the inverse of the model and if necessary a robustness filter 'F' as indicated in figure (1) . 'R', 'd', 'Y', are respectively the reference to reach, the modeling error and the system output. 'P' is a disturbance added at the output of the process The internal model control structure used as a control signal the difference between the output of the process and its internal model.
In the basic structure of the IMC, the command signal "U" outcome from the corrector 'C' is applied simultaneously to the process 'G' and its model 'M'. The IMC exploits the behavior gap to correct the error on the reference. The error signal includes the influence of external disturbances and modeling errors.
Generally the internal model control structure includes a robustness filter usually introduced in the feedback loop. Its role is to introduce certain robustness against the modeling errors. In this article, the presence of the filter is not taken into account.
In this control structure, the controller is chosen equal to the model inverse to ensure the equality between the process output and the reference despite the added disturbance at the output. [3] In addition, the direct inversion of the model is often impossible, especially when the model is with no-minimum phase or presents a delay, thus, inversion methods are used. The implementation method of the approximated inverse is used for systems with a transfer function whose order of the numerator is less than the order of the denominator, nonminimum phase systems and delay systems.
The following diagram is considered with M(z) is the model transfer function and A 1 is a gain to choose. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] 89 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org The global transfer function of the scheme (2) is:
For sufficiently high values of the gain A 1 , the controller C(z) approaches the inverse of internal model M(z):
Thus, the global transfer function C(z) is the approximated inverse of the model transfer function M(z).
For some classes of systems, the gain A 1 that ensures stability of the loop that realize the controller C(z), may not be very high, which does not allow us to obtain the approximated inverse, therefore, a gain A 2 is added to ensure a null static error. Thus, a second structure of the corrector is proposed: [5, 6, 8] The gain A 2 is used to ensure the desired accuracy, it is described by the following expression:
In order to reduce the complexity of dynamic process, the tendency has been to use linear time invariants models (LTI).
The multi-model represents complex system as an interpolation between in general linear or affine local models. Each local model is a dynamic system LTI (Linear Time Invariant) valid around an operating point. [1] Uncertain systems can be represented by a library of linear models. These linear models are at the origin of the elaboration of a new control structure called internal multi-model control structure denoted IMMC. By combining the internal model control structure and the multi-model approach, the internal multi-model control approach is obtained.
The internal multi-model control structure for uncertain discrete-time systems was developed from the structure described in the latest paragraph. It uses instead of a single internal model a library of models after the application of the Kharitonov's theorem for this class of discrete-time uncertain systems. [12] This IMMC structure exploits the difference between the output of the process and the library of models outputs.
Let's consider the following diagram of the internal multimodel control structure: [6, 8, 10, 11] Fig. 4 . Internal multi-model control structure of uncertain discrete-time systems
In this structure, the process is the uncertain discrete-time system to be controlled, M 1 
.,h, represent the transfer functions of the internal models and C 1 (z), C 2 (z), C 3 (z), … , C h (z) for i=1,..,h, are the transfer functions of the controllers.
In this control structure M i (z) for i = 1, ... , h, are the linear models library inspired from the uncertain process, 'd' is the modeling error and 'v' is the validation index of the nearest model.
The proposed regulators for this control structure are the M i -1 inverse models library that represents the inverse of the internal models M i for i=1,..,h.
Several fusion methods were employed in the literature.
The choice of the control signal to be applied in this article is based firstly, on the switching method and secondly on the fusion method known as the residues techniques.
A. First IMMC structure based on the switching principle
This first method consists of determining the closest model to the process that allows to have the least modeling error. The control signal to be applied is therefore the signal that corresponds to the model that leads to the slightest error.
Using the first method to realize the approximated inverse [5, 6] , this diagram of the internal multi-model control structure based on the switching technique is obtained:
90 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org In the basic diagram of this structure A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , … , A h are the gains used for the inverse models.
Among the different Kharitonov models, the model that has the slightest error is chosen. The selected controller is then obtained from the model, whose output is nearest to the process, the validation block ensures the choice of this model.
The figures (6) and (7) represent the block diagram of the model validation method and the diagram describing the principle of control calculation. For some classes of systems, the gain A i with i∈[1, .. ,h] that ensures stability of the loop that realize the controllers C i (z) for i=1,..,h, may not be very high, which does not allow us to obtain the approximated inverses, therefore, a gain A 2i for i=1,..,h is added to ensure a null static error. Thus, using the second structure of the proposed corrector described in figure  (3) , a second internal multi-model control structure which is based on the switching principle is obtained: Fig. 8 . Diagram of the second internal multi-model control structure of uncertain discrete-time systems based on switching method
B. Second IMMC structure based on the residues techniques of the uncertain discrete-time systems
The second internal multi-model control structure assumes the same internal models but the choice of the control signal to be applied is based on the principle of fusion known as residues techniques. Using the inversion methods described previously for the realization of the inverse models, the first diagram of the internal multi-model control structure based on the residues techniques is obtained: Fig. 9 . First diagram of the internal multi-model control structure for discretetime uncertain systems based on residues techniques
The calculation of the global command to apply to the system depends on partial control signals related to the models M i and on the validities of these models.
Validity indexes are inversely proportional to the difference between the system output and the outputs of the internal models that can be defined by:
91 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org Vol. 7, No. 9, 2016 The validity can be expressed by the expression (16):
Thus, the global control signal can be defined by the expression (17):
Using the second structure of the proposed corrector, a second internal multi-model control structure which is based on the residues technique is obtained: Fig. 10 . Second diagram of the internal multi-model control structure for discrete-time uncertain systems based on residues techniques VI. APPLICATION In this paragraph, there are two parts. In the first part, the first extension of the Kharitonov theorem is used and in the second part, the second Kharitonov theorem extension is applied. In each part, there are two sections. In the first section the internal multi-model control structure based on the switching method is applied, however, in the second section, the second internal multi-model control structure based on residues techniques is considered.
A. Example 1: Using the first Khartonov theorem 1) Application of the multi-model control structure based on the swiching method:
Let's consider the following transfer function: 
During the whole application:
The sampling period is considered equal to T=0.1s
The input signal takes the form of a unit step reference
The disturbance takes the form of step with amplitude equal to 0.5 applied at k=20
The output signal by applying the first internal multi-model control structure based on the switching method for A i =1 for i=1,…,4 is presented in the figure 11. The output signal oscillate at startup, this is due to the switching of the control signal. Also, the system presents a non-null error on the steadystate, this is because the gains A i for i=1,..,4 that ensure stability of the loop that realize the controller C(z) are not very high, which does not allow us to obtain the approximated inverses, thus, a gains A 2i for i=1,..,4 are added to ensure a null static error. It is therefore preferable to apply the second internal multi-model control structure based on the switching technique.
The output signal for A i =1 for i=1,…,4 and A 21 =1.4, A 22 =1.5, A 23 =2, A 24 =2.11 is displayed in the figure 12. The output of this uncertain process presents oscillation in transient regime and quickly reaches the reference in steady state.
By adding a disturbance at the output, the output signal for the same gains values A i and A 2i for i=1,..,4 is displayed in the figure 13. This control structure has rejected the external disturbance.
The figure 14 displays the validity signal, this signal lets us show the chosen model and therefore the selected controller applied.
For a sampling period T=1s and for the same gains values A i and A 2i , the figure 15 shows the output signal. The system takes longer time to stabilize that with a period ten times smaller.
[ ] 
2) Application of the multi-model control structure based on the residues techniques:
The same example previously studied in the last paragraph and defined by the transfer function (18) and the four internal models (19, 20, 21, 22 ) is considered in this paragraph.
The output signal by applying the first internal multi-model control structure based on residues techniques for A i =1 for i=1,…,4 is presented in the figure 16. As previously, this first control structure with internal multi-model based on residues techniques does not allow us to obtain perfect results, the system output presents static errors. It is preferable to apply the second internal multi-model control structure based on residues techniques.
By applying the second internal multi-model control structure based on residues techniques, the output signal for A i =1 for i=1,…,4 and A 21 =1.4, A 22 =1.5, A 23 =2, A 24 =2.11 is displayed in the figure 17. It's noted that the transient state presents oscillation then the process output converges well to the reference. 93 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org By adding a disturbance at the output, the output signal for the same gains values is presented in the figure 18. This second internal multi-model control structure allows to reject the external disturbance. The figure 19 displayed the validity signals of the different models. These signals are used for the computing of the control signal.
For a period T=1s, the output signal for the same gains values is displayed in the figure 20. By increasing the value of the sampling period T, the system takes more time to stabilise. Satisfactory results have been obtained with this two internal multi-model control structure. The amplitude of the oscillations in the transient state for the case of the second structure based on the fusion method is somewhat higher compared to the first structure based on the switching method. However, by using this second structure, the system has reached the reference and has rejected the disturbance more rapidly.
B. Example 2: Using the second Kharitonov theorem 1) Application of the multi-model control structure based on the switching method:
Let's consider the transfer function of the uncertain system defined by the expression (23): It is clear that the system can be written in the poly-topical form, therefore by applying the second theorem, the following twelve edges polynomials can be determined by varying one parameter and setting the others.
According to the second theorem defined above, the stability of the uncertain system can be checked by studying the four higher models. This system is stable if and only if these four higher polynomials are stable.
By studying these four models, we find that the uncertain system is stable thereafter, the four higher Kharitonov models for λ=0.5 are proposed to be considered as the four internal models of the multi-model control structure. The process is stable for gains A 1 <2.36, A 2 <2.76, A 3 <2.13, A 4 <2.86.
The output signal by applying the first internal multi-model control structure based on the switching method for A i =1, for i=1,…,4 is displayed in the figure 21. The static error is different to zero in the steady state that's because the gains A i for i=1,…,4 that ensure stability of the loop that realize the controller C(z) are not very high. Thus the second internal multi-model control structure based on the switching method is proposed to be applied.
By applying the second internal multi-model control structure based on the switching method, the output signal for A i =1 for i=1,…,4 and A 21 =7.9, A 22 =8.9, A 23 =8.4, A 24 =9.6 is shown in the figure 22.
The figure 23 represents the validity signal for the same gains values A i and A 2i for i=1,..,4. This figure shows the switching between the models and consequently between the control signals in the transient state. After, one second the validity signal has stabilized and the second controller has commanded the system. By adding a disturbance at the output, the output signal is shown in the figure 24. The use of this control structure allowed us to reject the external disturbance.
The addition of external disturbance leads to more switching between models. This is shown in the figure 25 that displayed the validity signal for this case.
For a sampling period T=1s, the output signal for the same gains values A i and A 2i for i=1,..,4 is displayed in the figure 26. From this figure, it's clear that for the same value of the gains A i and A 2i for i=1,..,4, the system takes more times to stabilize. 
2) Application of the multi-model control structure based on the residues techniques:
Let's consider the same example previously studied in the preceding paragraph where the transfer function of the system is defined by (23) and the four internal models are given by (36, 37, 38 and 39).
The output signal by applying the first internal multi-model control structure based on fusion method for A i =1 for i=1,..,4 is presented in the figure 27. The system output does not follow properly the reference and it present low oscillations in transient state. Thus, it's better to apply the second internal multi-model control structure based on the residues techniques.
By applying the second internal multi-model control structure based on the residues techniques, the output signal for A i =1, A 21 =7.9, A 22 =8.9, A 23 =8.4 and A 24 =9.6 for i=1,...,4 is shown in the figure 28. Satisfactory results have been obtained by the application of this second internal multi-model control structure based on residues techniques, it has enabled us to have null static errors.
By adding disturbance at the output, the figure 29 displays the output signal. This second internal multi-model control Vol. 7, No. 9, 2016 structure based on residues techniques leads to reject the added disturbance.
The figure 30 displays the validity signals of the different models. This figure shows the validity of the different internal models used for the calculation of the control signal.
For a sampling period T=1s, the output signal for the same gains values A i and A 2i for i=1,..,4 are presented in figures 31. From this figure, it's clear that the system takes longer time to reach the reference. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, the internal multi-model control structures IMMC have been applied for the case of the discrete-time uncertain systems. The first internal multi-model control structure is based on the approach of switching between the different models. On the other hand, the second internal multimodel control structure is based on the residues techniques.
The Kharitonov method has been used for the study of the uncertain discrete-time systems. Linear models were obtained by applying this method with their two extensions for the case of the discrete-time uncertain systems.
These two control approaches have been applied for this class of systems, the discrete-time uncertain systems which can be represented by a linear model library. These linear models 97 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
